MatrixCare for Skilled
Nursing Facilities

MatrixCare® is the easy-to-use, integrated clinical
and financial software system that improves clinical
outcomes and maximizes provider performance.

Full Data Integration

Accounts Receivable

Clinical and financial users share one point of data
entry for all census and resident information, producing
consistent, accurate, streamlined records. Resident
Messaging facilitates communication, alerting the
appropriate parties to changes in the system, and RUGS
information flows between clinical and financial functions
to ensure accurate billing.

MatrixCare Accounts Receivable is completely
customizable. The unique Charge Calculator maximizes
cash flow with flexible billing generation and statement
creation, automatic recalculation, and retro-billing.
The automated Month End Close process ensures data
integrity, producing a balanced General Ledger and fully
distributed cash receipts. Eliminate time spent entering
ancillary charges and payer remittances by automatically
uploading charges and cash from third party systems or
from an Excel spreadsheet.

Claims Management
MatrixCare Claims Management efficiently manages
your claims editing, transmission, audit trails, and
compliance, accelerating cash flow and improving
Accounts Receivable processes.
MatrixCare Claims Management offers:
• Thousands of electronic payer connections
• Transmission of UBs and 1500s
• Automatic posting of 835 electronic remittance
advices (ERAs)
• Rejection alerts
• Timely claims resubmissions
Sophisticated payer-specific editing capabilities
significantly reduce rejections and rebilling, resulting in
faster reimbursements and higher first-time acceptance
rates.

Having the financial and clinical
records in one system has enabled
us to eliminate some duplication of
work/records. We are more efficient,
with better documentation. This
impacts payroll expenses.
- Columbine Health Systems

Resident Trust
MatrixCare Resident Trust helps you track resident
funds easily and includes a feature for managing the
resident trust petty cash drawer.
Close Resident Trust at your convenience with a
separate month end close process.

Collections
MatrixCare Collections works in real-time, tracking
resident balances nightly. Once an account meets your
predefined criteria, MatrixCare automatically creates
a plan customized for your organization, which can
include follow-up tasks.

MDS and Care Plans
MatrixCare MDS tools help you complete assessments
efficiently with the most comprehensive, accurate
information available. Pre-filled data, electronic
signatures, CAA worksheet integration and RUG-IV
optimization are just some features available to
facilitate the MDS process. Care planning is highly
customizable, making it useful for every care setting.
Care Plan libraries provide guidance and user-defined
templates provide flexibility.
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User-Defined Assessments

Physician and Nursing
Orders, eMAR and
ePrescribing

MatrixCare’s 100+ interdisciplinary
user-defined assessment templates
help you standardize and customize
documentation, ensuring robust charting
across your organization. Documentation
is integrated with other areas to simplify
coordination of care and ensure proper
follow-up, bringing you streamlined,
efficient charting and reduced litigation
risks.

With MatrixCare orders, you can reduce
time spent on order management.
Resident formulary checks help ensure
reimbursement, safety alerts reduce
errors and automatic transmission to
the pharmacy or lab helps mitigate risk
for error. Orders are integrated with
MatrixCare eMAR, improving medication
administration efficiencies and staff
satisfaction. The eMAR workflow
is automated and the full process
completely eliminates paper charting
administration. MatrixCare ePrescribing
helps you prescribe accurate medications
in a timely, cost effective manner by
automating the prescription drug process.
Electronic communication between
providers helps increase efficiency and
improves service to your facility and
residents.
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Point of Care
MatrixCare Point of Care for mobile
clinical charting helps hands-on staff
document resident care while promoting
timely communication between staff
and other providers. With POC, you get
easy-to-use, convenient portable device
documentation with new data integration
and virtual elimination of paper-based
records.

Call 866.469.3766 to Learn More — or visit matrixcare.com
About MatrixCare
MatrixCare solutions have powered the long term care continuum for over 30 years. MatrixCare is
the largest LTPAC technology provider in the US and the first to offer a true full-spectrum solution.
Used in more than 12,000 facility-based care settings and 2,000 home care and home health
agency locations, MatrixCare’s solutions help skilled nursing and senior living providers, life plan
communities (CCRCs), and home health organizations to prosper as we migrate to a fee-for-value
healthcare system. Visit www.matrixcare.com for more information.

